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Coded structured light plays a crucial role in the field of non-contact three-
dimensional measurement. To improve the accuracy, we propose a novel
method based on shortest path search and edge and central singular operator,
which is able to detect the edge of Gray code and locate its line shift fringes more
accurately. Starting from the patterns of the Gray code edge and the center of the
line shift strip, we develop the corresponding singular operators and hence the cost
function. The Euler distance is used as the distance condition for the adjacent key
points, which are located by the fast-marching algorithm. We propose a method to
compute the graph with minimum energy by finding the shortest path. The shortest
path was automatically calculated and found both the edge of the Gray code and the
center of the bar stripe accurately.
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of machine vision has had a great influence on the development
of modern industry. One of the most important tasks of intelligent image processing is to
increase the accuracy of three-dimensional (3D) measurement. 3D measurement based on
structured projection light is one of the most important technologies in machine vision. It is
widely used in robot assembly, visual inspection, medical treatment and other fields
because it is easy to use, non-contact, non-destructive and efficient. The 3D
measurement method of coded structured light is widely accepted by researchers
because of its large field of view, high efficiency. The common 3D measurement
methods with coded structured light consist of the phase shift code and the Gray code,
which is combined with line shift fringe coding. However, when the structured light is
encoded by a Grayscale code or a line-shift stripe, the edge of the Grayscale code and the
center of the line-shift stripe are susceptible to deformation due to the varying surface
shape, texture, and other factors of the object.

Edge detection is a popular topic in the image processing community. At the pixel level,
the Sobel operator and the Prewitt operator [1] can be used to eliminate the deviation of
individual points from the straight template of the Roberts operator [2]; Marr.H [3]
proposed the Log operator based on the Laplacian operator. The Canny operator [4]
can be used to detect and extract blurry edges associated with sharp edges. At the subpixel
level, researchers have proposed many basic and advanced versions of subpixel edge
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detection methods around interpolation and matching methods
[5–7]. Jason [8] has achieved the positioning of the step edges of a
given continuous space. Sui Liansheng [9] proposed the NURBS
matching method to detect and locate the edge of the light strip. The
Gray level moment method is an earlier moment method. In the
literature [10], the suppression of pseudo edges is achieved by
analyzing the influence of parameters on the positioning result
during the detection process. Lyvers [11] proposed a subpixel edge
detection method based on spatial moments. Zhu Hong [12] uses
Zernike moment method on pixel-level edges obtained by classical
operators and obtains a new recognition method. Li Jie [13] uses
structural elements for image shape recognition and complete edge
detection in images. There are also neural network techniques [14],
Gray theory of image edge detection [15], diffuse edge detection
method [16], and so on.

Despite continuous improvements, the pixel-level light streak
detection method still struggles with shortcomings, such as
susceptibility to noise and heavy dependence on a specific image
requirement. We propose a method for detecting the edges of Gray
stripes based on the techniques of singular operator and shortest
path search in order to increase the positioning accuracy of the
light strip edge.

2 Construction and calibration of
experimental system platform

The 3D measurement system used in this work consists of three
parts: Projection module, image acquisition module and image
processing module.

The images encoded by the Gray scale code and the line shift strip are
projected onto the surface of the object in chronological order by the
projection module, and the surface image information of the measured
object is acquired by the image acquisition module and transferred to the
image processing module for post-processing and calculation to obtain
the spatial coordinates of the sampling point of the surface of the
measured object to realize 3D measurement. As is shown in Figure 1.

The principle of encoding and decoding is shown in Figure 2. In
encoding, Gray code and line-shift strip do not interfere with each
other. In decoding, the four-step line-shift strip is in a whole period of
Gray code, which theoretically avoids the interference of position.

The experimental system is as follows: the camera and the projector are
connected to the computer through serial ports; the encoded image is
sequentially projected on the surface of the object to bemeasured, where the
ball in the image is the object to be measured; the encoded image captured
by the camera is decoded by the computer; the hardware configuration of
the system consists of three major functional modules: the projection
module is an InFocus 82 projector (resolution 1024 pixels × 768 pixels);
the image capture module is a AT-200GE industrial camera (resolution
1624 × 1236); the image processing and computation module is the Dell
Precision T7910. The real picture is shown in Figure 3.

3 Research on edge and centroid
detection method based on shortest
path search technology of singular
operator

3.1 Principle of shortest path technology

As there is a phenomenon that the light stripes from the projector
spread light fringes to dark stripes. Therefore, in this work, we use
singular operators to improve the signal characteristics of the edge or
the center, and the shortest path search technology is used to locate the
sampling points of the edge or the center with high precision. The
specific process is shown in figure 4:

FIGURE 1
Multiline structured light measurement principle.

FIGURE 2
Principle of encoding and decoding by stripe edge and four-step line shift.
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Curve evolution theory is very effective in the field of image
segmentation and feature extraction. Cohen [17] proposes a global
minimum energy method for geometric active contours. Instead of
specifying the initial path, this method only requires the key points on
the path in advance and then determines the minimum energy curve
between the two key points by solving the functional equation.

From the above, a brief summary of the procedure for finding the
shortest path in the detection ofGray scale edges and the center of line shift
fringes is given: The cost function is introduced by using the difference
between the feature of the edge line or the center line and that of other
positions in the image, so that the cost function at the edge or center line to
be extracted is different from other values. Starting from the initial point,
we solve the equation of the equation and obtain the minimum energy
map. Finally, starting from the desired key points, the starting point can be
obtained by searching along the direction in which the minimum energy
decrease and the fastest change cannot be obtained, and the corresponding
curve of the shortest path can be obtained.

3.2 Construction of shortest path cost
function based on singular operators

Figure 5A is a standard gray code image. Projecting it onto the surface
of the object to be measured, we get the image shown in Figure 5B.

In Figure 5A, the grayscale image at the striped edge of the
scribed position Figures 6A, B, by comparing the change curve of
the gray level and the gray gradient within the measurement range,
it can be seen that the striped edge of the standard grayscale code
has a good step property. The same treatment was performed for
Figure 5B to obtain the curves in Figures 6C, D. It can be seen that
the edge of the gray code stripe in the projected image corresponds
to a smooth step curve.

According to the properties of the Gray level distribution of the
Gray level edge in the coded image, the singularity operator of the
Gray level edge is constructed as shown in Eq. 1:

φe x, y, σ( ) � Ie0,θ,σ x, y( )Ie1,θ,σ x, y( )
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣
1 + Ie2,θ,aσ x, y( )

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣2

(1)

In the formula, a is the factor of the scale constant and the
Gaussian kernel scale. Ie0,θ,σ(x, y) is the zero-order derivative of
the Gray code edge image along the direction θ(x, y) of the
Gaussian kernel scale σ; Ie1,θ,σ(x, y) is the first derivative of the
Gray code edge image along the direction θ(x, y) at the Gaussian
kernel scale σ; Ie2,θ,σ(x, y) is the second derivative of the Gray code
edge image along the direction θ(x, y) at the Gaussian kernel scale
σ.

According to above, at the edge of the Gray code, the first
derivative of the image reaches a local maximum and the second
derivative goes to zero, giving a large value to singular operator; the
singular operator has a solid response to the step signal and the
smooth step curve and can suppress impulse signals and other
noises in Gray code images, which is very suitable for stripe edge
extraction.

In summary, the cost function for the shortest path of the
singular Gray code edge detection operator is constructed as shown
in Eq. 2:

Pe � γI + 1 − γ( )ge φe x, y, σ( )( ) (2)
In the formula, γ is a proportionality factor, a constant used to adjust
the ratio of information after and before edge enhancement;
ge(φe(x, y, σ)) is a decreasing function of φe:

ge � max φe x, y, σ( )( ) − φe x, y, σ( ) (3)

FIGURE 4
Workflow of 3D measurement system.

FIGURE 3
Experimental system.
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3.3 Research on shortest path extraction
method

3.3.1 Key point detection
Given image I, image domain Ω ∈ R, cost function is P ∈ R, and

P> 0 (P is taken here as I itself, i.e. P � I). The set S is used to represent
all detected key point sets, the initial set S � k0{ }.

It is known that the initial wavefront is a circle, and the center of
the circle is k0. Combined with the fast-marching algorithm, there are
the following key point detection steps:

1) To find themap with minimum energy, we set the iterative step size
to t and solve the equation function U using the fast-marching

algorithm. Then the technique of finding the shortest path in the
reverse direction from the request point is applied and the map
with the minimum energy of the initial point is obtained;

2) The energy integral E of each path is calculated using Eq. 1. The
algorithm for the shortest path requires the minimum energy
integral E, the corresponding boundary point is the key
candidate kp;

3) Calculate the Euler distance of the path between kp and k0, if the
Euler distance is greater than the given threshold T, then this point
is upgraded to a key point k1. Euler’s distance between two points
can be calculated using Eq. 4:

L ki, kj( ) � ∑n

l�1 xl+1 − xl‖ ‖ (4)

FIGURE 5
The standard image of Gray code and image projection. (A) Standard Gray code; and (B) Projection image of plane.

FIGURE 6
Grey value and grey gradient curve of fringe edge. (A) Grey value of standard Gray code; (B) Grey gradient of standard Gray code; (C) Grey value of
projection plane with Gray code; and (D) Grey gradient of projection plane with Gray code.
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In the formula: n is the number of points through which the path
passes.

3.3.2 Path tracking detection
After finding the key point k1 on the path, both the key point set

and the path set are updated, including: S � k0, k1{ }, C � k0 → k1{ }.
The following steps are used to iteratively detect key points on the

path curve:

1) The updated key point set is S, all of them are set as source points
after updating. We use the fast-marching algorithm to find the
minimum energy graph, calculate for each key point the shortest
path integral energy E between it and the edge point of the
surrounding minimum energy graph, and determine the next
candidate key point in the edge point;

2) The Euler distance constraint is used to determine the candidate
key points which exceed the threshold T and upgrade to the new
key point k2;

3) Update the key point set and the path set, which are:
S � k0, k1, k2{ }, C � k0 → k1, k1 → k2{ };

4) The key point k2 satisfies the stop condition and stops the path
tracking monitoring;

5) If the stop condition is not met, loops a) to d), the final set of key
points and the final set of paths are obtained by iteration.

3.3.3 Stop condition
The next key point in the path is identified during each loop of the

path tracing, and we need to compare their Euler distance with the
default threshold T. This comparison criterion makes the Euler

distances between adjacent key points in the extracted shortest
path approximately equal, this feature in the shortest path can be
used to determine the endpoint of the path tracing.

We give two known adjacent key points p and q, ki is the candidate
key point of the adjacent key point q. If the candidate keypoint is the
closest one, the Euler distance from ki to point q should greater than
the threshold T, and it satisfies L(ki, q) ≈ T, and L(p, q) ≈ T, then it
can be deduced that the Euler distance condition that the candidate
key point ki and the key point p should satisfy, as shown in Eq. 5:

L ki, p( ) ≈ L ki, q( ) + L p, q( ) (5)
Since noise can easily interfere with path tracing, here is the

allowable error, Eq. 5 can be changed to the standard for monitoring
the stopping of path tracing, as shown in Eq. 6:

L ki, p( ) − L ki, q( ) − L p, q( )≤ ε (6)
If the candidate key points do not satisfy Eq. 6, end the pursuit the

path tracing.

4 Experiments and results

4.1 Contrast experiment with classical edge
detection operator

We compare the edge detection method proposed in this article
with various classical edge detection operators, and choose as the
object of study the edge of the stripe in the projected Gray code plane.

FIGURE 7
Edge detection image. (A) Gray projection plane; (B) Edge image of Sobel operator; (C) Edge image of Robers operator; (D) Edge image of Prewitt
operator; (E) Edge image of Laplacian operator; (F) Edge image of Canny operator; and (G) The method we propose.
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As shown in Figure 7, several classical operator methods for edge
detection perform the detection of the stripe edge on the image shown
in Figure 7A.

Figure 7G illustrates the detection results at the pixel level. The
comparison shows that in the real measurement scenario, the upper
left corner of the image shown in Figure 7A is darker than the other
parts. The Sobel operator, the Prewitt operator, and the Laplacian
operator cannot perform Gray code edge detection in this case, and
the edge detected by the Roberts operator suffers from
disconnection; noise in the edge images detected by the Canny
operator is an obstacle. In the edge line image obtained by the
method presented here, the edge line shown is the edge image
drawn by matching the sub-pixel edge line with the pixels with the
shortest distance. In the darker part of the image, the position of the

Gray code edge can still be accurately located, and no discontinuity
is observed.

4.2 Contrast experiment of central detection

Figure 8 shows that the results of the detection and localization of
the strip center based on the local Gray centroid method [18] and the
shortest path search technology based on the singular operator are
evaluated and compared when the center line-shift strip in the 3D
measurement is 4 pixels wide.

Table 1 tabulates the data of the positioning error in detecting the
center of a strip with a width of 4 pixels. The method described in this
article reduces the comprehensive error in detecting the center of the

FIGURE 8
Line-shift stripe center detection. (A) Stripe image; (B) The fitting center line; (C) Gray Gravity method straightness; (D) Straightness with this article
method; (E) Gray Gravity method parallelism; (F) Parallelism with this article method; (G) Gray Gravity method equidistance; and (H) Equidistance with this
article method.

TABLE 1 Centre detection positioning error.

Gray scale centre of gravity method This article method

Straightness error/pixel 0.146 0.070

depth of Parallelism error/pixel 0.192 0.099

equidistant degree error/pixel 0.188 0.091

Comprehensive error/pixel 0.305 0.145
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stripe by the Gray barycenter method from 0.305 pixels to 0.145 pixels.
Comparing the comprehensive detection and positioning errors
between the two methods, the center detection position is more
accurate in this article method.

4.3 Plane measurement experiments and
error analysis

The shortest path search technique based on the singular operator
is used to detect the edge of the Gray code and the center of the line
shift fringes in the three-dimensional measurement of structured light,
and realize the three-dimensional measurement of the measured
object. Figure 9 is the measured plane using Cartesian coordinates,
and the position of the measured plane is Z = 0. Figure 9A is the
measured plane, Figure 9B is the coding diagram of the projected Gray
code and line shift fringe on the measured plane.

Table 2 shows themeasurement data of the plane. The firstmethod in
the table is the detection of the three-dimensional measurement plane by
combining the edge detection of the intersection method and the centre
detection of the gray centroid method, and the second is our proposed
method. The mean plane error of the five positions measured by the
second method is 0.152 mm, which is smaller than the 0.279 mm

measured by the first method. The mean square plane error of the
five positions measured by the second method is 0.201 mm, which is
smaller than the 0.322 mm measured by the first method. The results
show that our proposed method is superior in terms of accuracy.

4.4 Spherical measurement experiments

Figure 10A is the measured spherical image, Figure 10B is the
encoding diagram of the Gray code and the line-shift strip of the
measured spherical projection.

Figure 11A shows the reconstruction of the spherical surface by
combining the edge detection of the intersection method with the
center detection of the gray centroid method, Figure 11B shows the
results using the edge and center detection method of the singular
operator based shortest path search technology.

In Figure 11A, due to inaccurate edge or center positioning, there
are many perturbations for some positions in the reconstructed object,
while there are few points for adjacent positions. This leads to errors in
point positioning during decoding and also to streaky protrusions or
depressions in the graph. Therefore, the proposed method is more
accurate in positioning and striped protrusions or depressions can be
reduced or even eliminated.

FIGURE 9
The measured plane and its encoding pattern. (A) Measured plane; and (B) Coding plan.

TABLE 2 Plane measurement errors in three-dimensional measurement.

Plane position/mm Maximum error/mm The mean error/mm Mean square error (MSE)/mm

−40 the first method 1.200 0.311 0.357

the second method 0.924 0.157 0.201

−20 the first method 1.115 0.290 0.320

the second method 0.876 0.151 0.199

0 the first method 0.946 0.240 0.293

the second method 0.829 0.146 0.197

+20 the first method 1.078 0.256 0.304

the second method 0.856 0.149 0.205

+40 the first method 1.184 0.298 0.334

the second method 0.898 0.155 0.203
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5 Discussion

In this article, we propose the singular operators and cost
functions based on a thorough review of the signal properties of
the Gray code edge and the center of the line-shift strips, and then
use the Euler distance as a constraint on the neighboring key points
computed by the fast-marching algorithm, integrated with the
computation of the minimum energy map in the shortest path
search technology. The experiments show that the shortest path
search method based on the singular operator for the edge and the
singular operator for the center proposed in this article improves
the accuracy of the positioning of the edge of the Gray scale strip
and the center of the line-shift strip in 3D measurement and
decoding, and thus increases the accuracy of 3D.
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FIGURE 10
The measured sphere and its coding diagram. (A) Measured sphere; and (B) Encoding pattern.

FIGURE 11
Spherical Reconstructed Image. (A) The method of combining Intersection method and Gray Gravity method; and (B) This article method.
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